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to CMA The key to a very simple CMA Using the CMA will create a simple index to search for a specific time period. A user

can specify their search by using either a date range or multiple date values separated by a comma. Date range searching is
much faster than searching for multiple dates in a row as CMA will automatically cluster the dates into the correct date range
based on the start and end dates you specify. So what’s the key to this index? It’s using the start and end dates to determine the

index structure. When creating the index CMA will choose between a CLUSTERED and NONCLUSTERED index. The
difference is really quite simple. When creating a CLUSTERED index there will be an index for each date that falls within the
date range you specify. Nonclustered indexes are always the same size regardless of the number of dates within the date range.

What this means is that when dealing with a small number of dates, a Nonclustered index will be quite large. So what should you
do if you are creating a simple index? Use the CLUSTERED index. Using the CLUSTERED index the index will automatically

take into account dates that fall outside the specified date range to ensure that all of the dates in the index fall within the
specified date range. It will then partition the index based on the specified date range. As you can see, using the CLUSTERED

index will always have the same length as the date range specified. However, using the NONCLUSTERED index does not prune
dates that fall outside the specified date range. To better understand how the CLUSTERED index works, I have created a

diagram to illustrate what is happening when the CMA creates a CLUSTERED index. To create a CLUSTERED index we will
use the following CMA: As you can see the CLUSTERED index is created based on the date range specified in the CMA

parameters. The specified date range will create a cluster of dates that fall within the range, then the following dates will be
placed into their own cluster to complete the index. To create the NONCLUSTERED index
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